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Foreword

It is a great privilege to lead my first economic mission to 
Vietnam and Malaysia. 

Vietnam’s economic development, young population, 
political stability and unique position in the region all 
add to the country’s appeal as a business and investment 
destination. Vietnam’s pragmatic way of doing business, 
focused on cooperation and partnerships, is a natural fit for 

Dutch companies, knowledge institutions and investors. 

Malaysia has the third-largest economy in Southeast Asia and is our second-
largest trading partner in the region. Its open economy is well diversified and 
economic projections are positive. Malaysia’s favourable business climate has 
made it a natural business partner for the Netherlands in several areas, including 
technological innovation and sustainable development.  

Vietnam, Malaysia and the Netherlands also face a number of common challenges, 
such as the impact of climate change and rising sea levels and increasing 
pressures related to food production. This mission offers us the opportunity 
to share knowledge and expertise, and to build private-sector partnerships in 
such areas as delta technology, maritime infrastructure, food security, urban 
development, waste management, and transport and logistics. That exchange 
should in turn help us find integrated solutions to these and other challenges. 

I am confident that this mission will further strengthen the Netherlands’ 
outstanding relationships with Vietnam and Malaysia. It is a privilege and a 
pleasure to present to you a major Dutch business delegation, headed by the 
president of the Confederation of Netherlands Industry and Employers (VNO-
NCW), Hans de Boer. They look forward to exploring opportunities for cooperation 
and to strengthening commercial relations with their Vietnamese and Malaysian 
counterparts. 

I wish all the participants an inspiring and successful mission. I too look forward 
to deepening existing partnerships and launching new initiatives.

Sigrid Kaag 
Minister for Foreign Trade and Development Cooperation 
of the Kingdom of the Netherlands 

Foreword

The Netherlands and the ASEAN countries Vietnam and 
Malaysia maintain good economic relations. As ASEAN is 
the 7th largest economy of the world and it is believed to 
be the fourth economy in the world in the world in 2030, we 
cherish our relationship and are keen to intensify contacts 
between our countries. In the recent years, the already 
good economic relations have become better and better. 
Our societies are currently confronted with global 

challenges such as climate change, urbanization, food security and 
digitalization to name only a few. I believe that good cooperation between our 
countries can contribute to new, innovative and sustainable solutions for these 
challenges.
 
I am very happy that Minister Sigrid Kaag, Minister for Foreign Trade and 
Development Cooperation of The Netherlands, chose to visit Vietnam and 
Malaysia for her first economic mission. We brought a delegation of Dutch 
companies that have a great interest in the urban developments in both 
countries and they like to contribute to a fast and sustainable development. 
The Netherlands might have  a relatively small surface and population, our 
economy however, is middle sized (Top-20), efficient, entrepreneurial and 
innovative. We are pleased to serve as the Gateway to Europe for Vietnam and 
Malaysia through the Port of Rotterdam and Schiphol Airport. 
This mission provides a great opportunity to show the potentials that are 
present. During the seminars, company visits, match making events,  trade 
dinners, bilateral policy meetings and focused discussions, the businesses of 
our countries are able to share their knowledge, expertise and aspirations. Also 
after this mission it is of great importance to have a good follow-up to ensure 
that we keep the momentum that results from this mission.

I am convinced that economic relations between our countries have a promising 
future. I encourage businesses of our countries to seek for opportunities to 
strengthen our relationship and I am sure that this mission will be of great 
added value to that process. 

Good luck, Chúc may man, Semoga Berjaya!

 
Hans de Boer
President of  the Confederation of Netherlands Industry and Employers 
VNO-NCW
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The Netherlands

Locations
1. Amsterdam (and Airport Schiphol)   | 2. Arnhem |

3. Eindhoven | 4. Enschede | 5. Vlissingen | 6. Groningen |  

7. The Hague | 8. ‘s Hertogenbosch | 9. Leeuwarden | 

10. Maastricht | 11. Rotterdam | 12. Utrecht | 13. Zwolle
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Sources: Holland Compared, CBS, DNB, World Bank, IMF, OECD, WTO, UNCTAD, EIU, IMD Business School

Worldwide ranking

1st  Best water transport infrastructure in the world (IMD, 2016)
1st  Best performing European Healthcare system (Euro Health Consumer Index,  
  2017)
1st  Production and auctioning of cut flowers and flower bulbs
1st  World’s largest flower exporter
2nd  Number of patent applications per million inhabitants in the world (WIPO, 2016)
2nd  Largest exporter of agricultural products in the world (WTO, 2016)
3rd  Number of broadband connections per 100 inhabitants (41.3%, OECD, 2016)
4th  At WEF’s ranking of most competitive economies in the world
4th  At RISE’s global energy policy ranking
4th At World Bank’s Logistics Performance Index
5th  Largest exporter of goods in the world (668 billion US dollars)
6th  Largest exporter of commercial services in the world (180 billion US dollars)
7th  Largest importer of services in the world (173 billion US dollars)
8th  Largest importer of goods in the world (507 billion US dollars)
9th  Largest foreign investor in the world (1,074 billion US dollars)
9th  Largest recipient of foreign investment in the world (707 billion US dollars)

Facts & Figures

• Official name  Kingdom of the Netherlands
• Form of government  Constitutional monarchy, parliamentary democracy
• Head of State  His Majesty King Willem-Alexander, King of the Netherlands, 

Prince of Orange-Nassau
• Capital  Amsterdam
• Seat of government  The Hague
• Administrative structure  Twelve provinces and the overseas territories 

of Aruba and Curaçao and St. Martin. The overseas islands of Bonaire, Saba 
and  St. Eustatius, all three of which are situated in the Caribbean, are ‘special 
municipalities of the Netherlands’

• Surface area  33.800 km2            
• Location  Western Europe, by the North Sea, bordering Belgium and Germany
• Number of inhabitants  17.1 million (June 2017)
• Number of inhabitants per km2  502 (June 2017)
• Currency  Euro
• Languages  Dutch and Frisian
• GDP per capita  40,941 euros (FocusEconomics, 2017) 
• 33% of Dutch GDP  is derived internationally
• 1.3 bicycles  for each person in the Netherlands
• Unemployment rate  5,6% (average 2007-2016) 
• Moderate inflation  1.4% (average 2007-2016)
• 90% of all Dutch people speak English

Building with nature
An innovative method for coastal protection

Introducing the Netherlands
Joining forces to create sustainable solutions for the most liveable world, 
now and in the future.

How do the Dutch make a difference? 

Through their interactive approach to finding 
innovative solutions to the big challenges 
fa cing the world today. The Dutch way of 
thinking and working has been shaped by 
centuries of living in the low-lying delta 
of the Netherlands. Through the ages, the 
Dutch have joined forces to find ingenious 
ways to tackle challenges like water, 
urbanisation, energy, food, health and 

security. By being inventive, pragmatic and 
open to new challenges, the Dutch have 
created a flourishing and resilient land. 
The Netherlands is a constantly evolving 
ecosystem of cities, industry, agriculture 
and nature, all integrated through smart 
infrastructure. It is a source of knowledge and 
experience that the Dutch are keen to share 
with others. Learning from the past to create 
a better future. Together, seeking sustainable 
solutions for the most liveable world.
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The Netherlands maintains close economic 
ties with its Vietnamese and Malaysian 
partners and is keen to further intensify 
this cooperation in the years to come. Our 
bilateral relationship with both Vietnam 
and Malaysia is characterised by openness, 
friendship and reciprocity with many shared 
interests in areas like urban planning, water 
management, sustainable development, 
logistics and energy. While the Netherlands 
is always on the look-out for new cooperation 
opportunities, we are proud to celebrate 45 
years of diplomatic relationship with Vietnam 
and 60 years with Malaysia.

Working with our Vietnamese partners 
to pursue their ambitions

Our visit to Vietnam aims to build on the 
result from several economic and political 
missions to and from both countries in recent 
years. This demonstrates our joint efforts 
and recognition of the need to build a more 
intensive relationship. Vietnam and the 
Netherlands, both being highly urbanised 
delta countries, share common objectives 
and challenges, which can be approached 
more effectively through cooperation. 
Vietnam’s ambitions in urban planning, 

water management and logistics, especially 
in aviation and maritime transportation, 
can benefit much from our experience 
and expertise  to overcome the common 
challenges facing both our countries. The 
Netherlands looks forward to work together 
with Vietnam in promoting sustainability and 
inclusiveness, while contributing to green 
growth and a high quality of life in Vietnam’s 
rapidly changing society. 

Joining forces with Malaysia to secure 
further sustainable growth 

We aim to adopt the same open and 
innovative approach to foster our diplomatic 
relationship with Malaysia. With its dynamic 
and increasingly diversified economy, 
Malaysia has shown an impressive record 
of stable high growth rates. This provides 
opportunities for increased cooperation, 
whether in trade or investment. Both 
the Netherlands and Malaysia are open 
economies, highly dependent on international 
trade and face the consequences of 
urbanisation and climate change. We see 
opportunities in many areas, including water 
management, waste management, urban 
mobility, logistics or (renewable) energy, 
to address those challenges together. The 
Netherlands is eager to team up with our 
Malaysian partners to create sustainable 
solutions. 

Cooperation leads to growth 

Altogether, this economic mission looks to 
further strengthen our bonds with Vietnam 
and Malaysia. By combining our strengths we 
aim to create business opportunities that are 
beneficial for both sides and come up with 
innovative, creative approaches and smart 
solutions in the areas of urban development, 
water management, logistics and energy. 
Let’s find new ways and opportunities to 
strengthen our partnerships to achieve 
sustainable growth.

The Netherlands teams up with 
Vietnam and Malaysia
Creating a sustainable future together
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AviaVox Artificial Voice 
Systems 
Hoofdweg 848 B
NL-2132 MC Hoofddorp
PO Box 75560
NL-1118 ZP Schiphol
P: +31 203 160 110 
E: info@aviavox.com
www.aviavox.com

E: johan.godin@aviavox.com
M: +31 627 561 899

Johan Godin
Managing Director

AviaVox Artificial Voice Systems 

AviaVox intelligent announcement systems are specifically 
designed for Airports and Airlines. 

With the unique AviaVox phoneme technology, natural 
announcements can be generated fully automatically in a 
multitude of languages. The quality of these announcements 
is at an extremely high level and cannot be distinguished from 
a very well-trained human speaker.

AviaVox has intensively studied the information needs 
of passengers, airports and airlines, and has structured 
its automatic announcements in such a way that it gives 
maximum support to the efficiency of passenger flows. 
As a result, the AviaVox system significantly improves 
communication between an airport and its passengers, and 
contributes considerably to a positive customer experience of 
both passengers and airlines.

• Special airport design
• Full passenger guidance
• Superior audibility
• Multiple languages
• Automatic announcement generation
• Better than a human speaker
• Airport announcement policy-consistent
• Improves passenger experience

2DO
Laan van Meerdervoort 89
NL-2517 AT The Hague
P: +31 70 388 5965
E: 2do@2dobiz.com
www.2dobiz.com

VCT Co Ltd.
Sõ 26, Ngõ 55, phõ Đo Quang, 
Quân Cau Giay, 
Hanoi, Vietnam
P: +84 4 355 354 86
E: hanoi@vctvietnam.com
www.vctvietnam.com

E: 2do@2dobiz.com
M: +31 645 086 621

E: hai.nguyen@vctvietnam.com
M: +84 985 960 759

2DO is the leading Dutch independent consultancy firm 
specialized in business development in ASEAN countries, 
especially in Vietnam. With head office in The Hague, two 
offices in Vietnam and partners network in ASEAN countries, 
2DO has been serving 250 clients in:

• Business Development
• Financial Services
• (Out)sourcing Services
• Business Support & Events Management

2DO assists its clients to achieve business goals more 
efficiently with its extensive network of reliable experts, 
contacts and expertise both in ASEAN as well as in Europe.

2DO enjoys excellent relations with local authorities and 
businesses in ASEAN and in Europe. It possesses actual 
understanding of the local social-economic circumstances, 
cultures and ethical values, which are valuable assets in 
minimizing time, costs and risks for your business in ASEAN or 
in Europe.

During the past ten years, 2DO has developed more than 
50 investment projects for clients in diverse fields such as 
agriculture and food, medical devices, maritime, electronics, 
textile and garments, mechanics, oil and gas, packaging 
materials, logistics & distribution, etc. By the end of 2017 the 
total initial investment capital of our clients in ASEAN exceeds 
€ 1,9 billion.

In essence, 2DO knows how to find and to connect the best of 
two worlds.

Hanh Do
CEO

Hai Nguyen 
Director, VCT Co Ltd

2DO
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Boskalis International 
Rosmolenweg 20
NL-3356 LK Papendrecht 
PO Box 43
NL-3350 AA Papendrecht 
P: +31 786 969 000
E: royal@boskalis.com
www.boskalis.com

E: alkwin.landewee@boskalis.com

E: walter.jacobs@boskalis.com

E: pranab.choudhury@boskalis.com
M: +65 983 336 14

E: nguyen.thao@boskalis.com
M: +84 983 010 605

With its roots in the Netherlands, Boskalis has over 100 years’ 
experience in hydraulic engineering, coastal protection and 
land reclamation. Our head office is located in Papendrecht 
and we have an extensive network of branches around the 
world. We operate in 75 countries and across six continents, 
with a versatile fleet of 1,000 vessels and floating equipment. 
Boskalis has more than 8,200 experts who are driven by a 
passion for their work and an entrepreneurial spirit.

Traditionally, dredging has been Boskalis’ core activity. 
Our services include the construction and maintenance of 
ports and waterways, land reclamation, coastal defense and 
riverbank protection.

Today we also offer a wide variety of maritime services and 
contracting to the offshore energy sector under the brands 
Boskalis, Dockwise, Fairmount and VBMS. These include the 
development, construction, transport, installation, inspection, 
repair & maintenance (IRM) and decommissioning of oil and 
LNG import/export facilities, offshore platforms, pipelines and 
cables and offshore wind farms.

We provide towage services, emergency response and salvage 
through SMIT. Together with our strategic partners in harbor 
towage (Keppel Smit Towage in Asia, Saam Smit Towage in 
the Americas and the joint venture KOTUG SMIT Towage in 
Northwest Europe) and terminal services (Smit Lamnalco), 
we cover more than 90 ports in over 35 countries around the 
world.

Our main clients are oil, gas and wind energy companies, port 
operators, governments, shipping companies, international 
project developers, mining companies and related EPC (sub)
contractors and insurance companies.

Boskalis International

BessTrade
Edisonweg 7
NL-8071 RC Nunspeet
P: +31 341 557 777
E: info@besstrade.eu
www.besstrade.eu

E: huib@besstrade.eu
M: +31 651 802 271

BessTrade is based with their head office in Holland and 
is one of the leading and strongest suppliers of recyclable 
polymers. Due to our worldwide network, we are able to 
supply large volumes high quality PVC and other polymer 
scrap / raw materials. We buy directly from world largest vinyl 
flooring factories all their production scrap IVC, Unilin, Forbo, 
Polyflor, Tarkett, Altro, Amtico B.I.G are some of our business 
partners. Companies like Baxter, Renolit, Abboth, Suez, 
Renewi, Remondis ets. are solid business partners too. From 
the suppliers of the car, Stationary, HealthCare/ Medical Care, 
Credit Card industry we buy high volumes of their off grade 
and scrap all over Europe. In fact, the whole range of rigid till 
very soft and mixed colour to natural colour including raw 
materials as PVC powders, Plastisol and plasticizer is in our 
sales portfolio available.

BessTrade operates in more than 40 countries, has a sales 
team of 10 people and an outsourced warehouse in Belgium. In 
this 4000 sq meters warehouse, we have ongoing 3000 metric 
ton stock ready to ship out to our end users.

Products Offered
• Whole range of PVC scrap and off grade raw materials
• All types of polymer scrap (PVC, LDPE, PP PS, ABS, HDPE etc.)
• Polymers in the whole range of qualities for all companies 

who use recycled polymers  

Unique Selling Points
• Whole range of raw materials and PVC scrap.
• Long history in the market and good knowledge of customer 

needs and production process.
• Full focus on core business and outsourced logistics 
• Trustful business PARTNER
• Always thinking out of the box to find opportunities 

Profile of Commercial Contacts Wanted
Looking for matchmaking with companies that might be 
interested in expanding their business in recyclable PVC and 
other polymers. Preferable direct end users / factories and / or 
compounders.

Huib van Gulik
CEO 

BessTrade

Alkwin Landewee
Regional Manager Asia

Walter Jacobs
Regional Business Manager (Vietnam)

Pranab Choudhury
Regional Business Manager (Malaysia)

Thao Nguyen
Vietnam Representative
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Suzanne Valkman
Manager Asia and Middle East

Cadastre, Land Registry 
and Mapping Agency
Hofstraat 110
NL-7311 KZ Apeldoorn
P: +31 881 833 051
E: kadaster.international@
kadaster.nl
www.kadaster.com

E: suzanne.valkman@
kadaster.nl
M: +31 610 812 967

Who we are
The Netherlands’ Cadastre, Land Registry and Mapping 
Agency, in short Kadaster, collects and registers 
administrative and spatial data on land and property rights. In 
doing so, Kadaster ensures legal certainty. We are responsible 
for national mapping and maintenance of the national 
reference coordinate system. Furthermore, we are an advisory 
body for land-use and land-consolidation issues and national 
spatial data infrastructures. 

Our customers
Main customer groups are (local) authorities, water 
authorities, notaries, businesses, financial institutions and 
private individuals. Authorities may obtain customised 
information which helps them develop spatial planning 
policies. Kadaster manages the Key Registers Cadastre and 
Topography. Our information is available predominantly 
through online web services.

Facilities
Besides information from own registrations, Kadaster also 
provides information from registrations of other parties. For 
them, we maintain so-called national facilities, by means of 
which we provide access to the data. Examples are facilities 
for addresses and buildings, energy labels on houses and 
provision of information regarding subsoil cables and 
pipelines.

International partner
Kadaster is an international partner regarding land rights, 
their registration and geospatial information. We are 
actively involved in several projects in Asia, Middle East, 
Africa and South America and work in close cooperation 
with international universities and umbrella organisations. 
We represent the Netherlands in the United Nations Global 
Geospatial Information Management Initiative, focusing on the 
relevance of geospatial information in global challenges.

Cadastre, Land Registry and Mapping 
Agency

Brainport Development
Emmasingel 11
NL-5611 AZ Eindhoven
PO Box 2181
NL-5600 CD Eindhoven
P: +31 407 512 426
www.brainport.nl

E: p.portheine@
brainportdevelopment.nl
M: +31 653 214 982

Brainport Eindhoven in the Netherlands is a global centre of 
high-tech manufacturing, hardware research and industrial 
design. The City of Eindhoven is often called the Dutch Capital 
of Technology, Knowledge & Design. Topping the European 
patent charts year by year by far, Forbes described Brainport 
Eindhoven as ‘hands-down the most inventive city in the 
world’. Fortune predicts Eindhoven as ‘the next Silicon Valley’ 
and The New York Times praised it as ‘the global center of 
design experimentation’.
 
According to the European Commission, the Brainport 
Eindhoven region is crucial for the future development of 
Europe, because of its strong presence in four out of six Key 
Enabling Technologies: Photonics, Nano Electronics, Advanced 
Materials and Advanced Manufacturing. As birth ground of 
car navigation, Brainport Eindhoven is a global frontrunner 
in multiple Smart Cities technologies, such as cooperative 
and automated driving, traffic monitoring, data science, 
electric vehicle charging, lighting and thin film solar.
 
The Brainport Foundation is an economic board of public 
authorities, industry and knowledge partners, dedicated to 
further strengthen the high-tech cluster Brainport Eindhoven. 
It is well nown for its culture of trust-based close collaboration 
that speeds up innovation. Its international research platforms 
are easy accessible and reduce time-to-market of innovations 
with years. Brainport Eindhoven is home of health electronics 
giant Philips, Smart Mobility chip manufacturer NXP and 
ground-breaking lithography company ASML, the sole supplier 
of chip machines for Intel and Samsung.

What are we looking for and what can we deliver
Looking for connections with companies that might be 
interested in expanding their business from Vietnam/Malaysia 
to the Netherlands and vice versa. Bilateral cooperation 
with research institutes & universities. Cooperation with 
Vietnamese & Malaysian regions/cities focusing on high-tech 
clusters & smart cities.

Peter Portheine
Program Director Brainport Smart 
District

Brainport Development
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Harrie Laboyrie
Member of the Board, Partner Port, 
River and Coastal Expert

Laurens Poelhekke
South East Asia Representative, 
Water Resources Engineer

CDR International
Koningin Wilhelminalaan 43 
NL-3818 HN Amersfoort
P: +31 853 010 885
www.cdr-international.nl

E: h.laboyrie@
cdr-international.nl 
M: +31 622 420 862

E: l.poelhekke@
cdr-international.nl
M: +31 621 829 283 (NL)
M: +84 868 046 705 (VN)

CDR International is a fully independent coastal, river and 
port engineering and consultancy firm having its roots in The 
Netherlands. CDR stands for Coasts, Deltas and Rivers, the 
environment and field of our expertise in broadest sense. CDR 
is focusing on project development, management, design and 
engineering services in particular in the marine and maritime 
sector worldwide. 

CDR operates with its own specialized staff and a selected 
team of specialists, to cover a broad range of dedicated 
services. Our team consists of coastal, rivers and port 
engineers, hydraulic and morphological modelling specialists, 
complemented with environmental and geotechnical 
specialists. We often complement our services with strong and 
reliable associated experts and an extensive network of highly 
experienced specialists. 

The CDR team is formed by enthusiastic and committed junior, 
medior and senior experts, who are originating from a wide 
range of world renowned companies in the marine, maritime, 
water management and oil and gas sector. Because of this 
setting, we are very flexible and can anticipate directly on 
the needs of our clients, offering high quality and expertise 
while keeping the lines short, communication easy and prices 
competitive. 

Due to the setting of CDR the client is in direct communication 
with the project consultant, we offer a great flexibility, 
complex business management is avoided and overhead is 
minimized. CDR offers a wide range of professional services, 
with a focus on the following:
• Delta Management and Coastal Protection
• MetOcean & Hydrodynamic Numerical Modelling 
• Breakwaters, Revetments and Marine Structures
• Port Master Planning
• Land Reclamation
• Integrated Water Resources Management 
• Flood Protection and River Engineering
• Urban Drainage
• Inland Waterway Transport

CDR International

Ciconia Aviation 
Services
Building Amstelstein, 
Burgemeester Stramanweg 63
NL-1191 CX Ouderkerk aan de 
Amstel
P: +31 204 723 089 
E: info@ciconia-aviation.com 
www.ciconia-aviation.com 

E: wovaa@ciconia-aviation.com 
M: + 31 615 856 946

Ciconia Aviation Services core expertise is in the domain of 
aviation safety regulations. International regulations (e.g. 
ICAO) and European regulations as issued by the European 
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA). This regulatory knowledge is 
offered by means of training services, advisory/consultancy 
services and by means of IT applications. 
In addition, Ciconia Aviation is widely recognized as expert 
leader in the field of Ramp Inspections, the so-called SAFA 
(Safety Assessment of Foreign Aircraft) Ramp Checks. Many 
European and non-European National Aviation Authorities 
(NAAs) have their inspectors trained by Ciconia. For this purpose 
Ciconia has en EASA Ramp Inspection Training Organization 
(RITO) approval (ref. NL-RITO-401/3 d.d. 30-March-2015).    

The client portfolio is diverse and consists of NAAs, regulators 
(e.g. ICAO, EASA, ASSI), airlines, aircraft maintenance organi-
zations and aircraft leasing companies. We serve customers 
on a global basis and recently have supported organizations in 
Asia, Europe, Middle East, Africa and the Russian Federation. 

Products and Services Offered
• Scheduled and on-demand training courses offered at 

customer location
• Support and advise on obtaining EASA organizational 

approvals and how an organization remains in compliance
• Regulatory support for NAAs including drafting of national 

regulations which are in compliance with ICAO and EU/EASA 
regulations

• Setting up and implementation of a national Ramp Inspec-
tion programme including the associated IT tools 

    
Clients appreciate Ciconia for their in-depth regulatory 
knowledge, international outlook, tailor made solutions and 
for speaking the language of both the aviation industry and 
regulators/Aviation Authorities. Through building long-lasting 
relationships with our customers, and be the intermediary 
between the regulator and the regulated, we provide state-of-
the-art and reliable regulatory services.   

Profile of Commercial Contacts Wanted
• The National Aviation Authority
• Airlines
• Aviation Training Organisations
• Aircraft/Component Maintenance Organisations
• Aircraft Design/Production Organisations
• Continuing Airworthiness Management Organisations

Wim Ovaa
Managing Director

Ciconia Aviation Services
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Damen Shipyards Group
Sales Asia Pacific
PO Box 1
NL-4200 AA Gorinchem
P: +31 183 639 273
E: asia@damen.com 
www.damen.com

E: rene.berkvens@damen.com
M: +31 622 516 049

E: gijs.busser@damen.com
M: +31 620 864 608

Damen Shipyards Group operates 33 shipbuilding and repair 
yards, employing 9,000 people worldwide. Damen has delivered 
over 6,000 vessels in more than 5 continents and delivers some 
160 vessels annually to customers worldwide. Based on its unique, 
standardised ship- design concept Damen is able to guarantee 
consistent quality and fast delivery.

Damen’s focus on standardisation, modular construction and 
keeping vessels in stock leads to short delivery times, low ‘total 
cost of ownership’, high resale values and reliable performance. 
Furthermore, Damen vessels are based on thorough R&D and 
proven technology.

Damen offers a wide range of products, including tugs, 
workboats, naval and patrol vessels, high speed craft, cargo 
vessels, dredgers, vessels for the offshore industry, ferries, 
pontoons and superyachts.

For nearly all vessel types Damen offers a broad range of services, 
including maintenance, spare parts delivery, training and the 
transfer of (shipbuilding) know-how. Damen also offers a variety 
of marine components, such as nozzles, rudders, anchors, anchor 
chains and steel works.

In addition to ship design and shipbuilding, Damen Shiprepair & 
Conversion has a worldwide network of 15 repair and conversion 
yards. DSC completes around 1,500 repair and maintenance jobs 
annually.

Vietnam is one of the major building locations for Damen. The 
Damen Shipyards Group has been active in Vietnam since 1994 
and started local shipbuilding activities in 2002. During the past 
14 years with our six Vietnamese partner shipyards more than 300 
ships have been built for both the domestic market and export. 
Currently there are more than 50 ships under construction.

Malaysia has always been an important market for Damen. In 
cooperation with local yards, Damen delivered numerous fast 
patrol vessels to the marine police in the eighties and nineties. 
These vessels have now been transferred to the Coast Guard 
(Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency). More recently (June 
2017), Damen signed a contract for the construction of three 83 
meter Offshore Patrol Vessels. These vessels will be gradually 
deployed by the MMEA from 2019 on. Damen teams up with 
Destini Shipbuilding and Engineering in Port Klang, Malaysia, in 
this project. 

Damen Shipyards Group

Olaf Lohle
Managing Director

René Berkvens
Chief Executive Officer 

Patrick Lohle
Managing Director

Gijs Menno Busser
Sales Manager Asia Pacific 

CleanDye
Watertorenstraat 4
NL-4921 XG Made
P: +31 162 686 634
E: info@cleandye.nl
www.cleandye.nl

E: olaf@taste21.com
M: +31 654 233 056

E: p.lohle@jolo.nl
M: +31 651 223 768

Patrick & Olaf Lohle, both textile entrepeneurs, together with 
2 investors will start up a CleanDye House in Vietnam.
They are early investors in DyeCoo, a Dutch technological 
company who invented the revolutionary technology which 
can dye fabrics without water and chemicals.

CleanDye has the dream to bring water and chemical free 
garments to a broad consumer group. 
A Revolutionary CleanDye House based in Vietnam where 
fabrics will be dyed water/chemical free with the use of CO2. 
The CleanDye organization with hubs as well in Hong Kong 
and Amsterdam will in cooperation with his clients also take 
care of the design and production of the fabrics used for tailor 
made product lines. 

In the start CleanDye will focus on cooperations with large 
European retailers to bring, commercial and affordable 
garments in sportswear- outerwear – ski – rain wear to the 
market.

CleanDye
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Deltas Planet Earth
De Wetering 1
NL-4021 VZ Maurik
E: mail@deltasplanet.earth

E: dekruijff@deltasplanet.earth
M: +31 624 423 983

Deltas Planet Earth partners help the daring build resilient 
and flourishing river delta communities around the world. We 
initiated Enterprise HollandDelta, a public-private partnership 
(PPP) for the Dutch Rhine Meuse delta as launching delta 
to reconnect communities with the planet and transform 
deltas in a safe operating space of humanity with generative 
and inclusive economies. In Rhine Meuse delta we create 
a (aspiring) UNESCO Global Geopark, a National Park and a 
tourism destination infrastructure with € 1 billion assets under 
management in co-creation with € 50 billion climate change 
adaptation transformation (Delta Program).

Services Offered
• Global Fund-of-Funds for public-private partnerships (PPP) 

in deltas;
• Internet of Deltas (IoD) to spur innovation with networked 

Sparks;
• Orchestration of services provisioning for network 

governance;
• Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) and Planetary 

Boundaries (PB) roadmapping and implementation;
• DBFMO Tourism Destination Management Organization 

(DMO) for transformative, inclusive and generative deltas;
• Orchestration of services provisioning cross-cutting 

deltaic, regional and city deals in complex adaptive systems 
environments.

Unique Selling Points
• Deltas Planet Earth dedicated Dutch Design thinking for 

Deltas (DDD);
• Deltas Planet Earth pools capital, talent and innovation;
• Deltas Planet Earth uses the Social Learning Curves of 

global deltas for Design-Build-Finance-Monitor-Operate 
partnerships;

• Complex adaptive systems approach for urban, land, water 
and cross-cutting environments (energy-food-mobility-
tourism);

Profile of Commercial Contacts Wanted
Looking for matchmaking with stakeholders that might be 
interested in expanding the transformative and generative 
economies in safe and sustainable deltas.

Gepco de Kruijff
General Partner

Deltas Planet Earth

Deltares
Boussinesqweg 1
NL-2629 HV Delft
PO Box 177
NL-2600 MH Delft
P: +31 883 358 273
E: info@deltares.nl
www.deltares.nl

E: marcel.marchand@
deltares.nl
M: +31 648 938 857
M: +84 122 371 0803 (Vietnam)

Deltares is an independent institute for applied research in the 
field of water, subsurface and infrastructure. Throughout the 
world, we work on smart solutions, innovations and applications 
for people, environment and society. Our main focus is on 
deltas, coastal regions and river basins. Managing these 
densely populated and vulnerable areas is complex, which 
is why we work closely with governments, businesses, other 
research institutes and universities at home and abroad. Our 
motto is Enabling Delta Life. Knowledge is our core business. 
As an applied research institute, the success of Deltares can be 
measured in the extent to which our expert knowledge can be 
used in and for society. 

All contracts and projects, whether financed privately or from 
strategic research budgets, contribute to the consolidation 
of our knowledge base. Furthermore, we believe in openness 
and transparency, as is evident from the free availability of a 
selection of our software and models. Open source works, is our 
firm conviction. Deltares employs over 800 people and is based 
in Delft and Utrecht.

We are looking for matchmaking with companies and 
organisations that might be interested in collaboration with 
us through consultancies, services and applied research in the 
field of urban water management, operational warning and 
management systems, (offshore) hydraulic engineering, intake 
and outfall systems, ecology/water/soil quality, adaptation to 
climate change, etc.

Marcel Marchand
Specialist / Country Representative 
Vietnam

Deltares
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FMO (Dutch 
Development Finance 
Institution)
Anna van Saksenlaan 71
NL-2593 HW The Hague
PO Box 93060
NL-2509 AB The Hague
P: +31 703 149 750
E: info@fmo.nl
www.fmo.nl

E: mgr@fmo.nl
M: +31 651 226 857

E: a.roeleveld@fmo.nl
M: +31 621 303 088

FMO is the Dutch development bank. We partner with others 
to invest in local prosperity in growth and frontier markets, 
empowering entrepreneurs to build a better world. FMO has 
invested in the private sector in developing countries and 
emerging markets for more than 47 years. We focus on sectors 
where we believe our contribution can have the highest long-
term impact: financial institutions, energy and agribusiness. 
With an investment portfolio of €9.2 billion spanning over 85 
countries, FMO is one of the larger bilateral private sector 
development banks globally. 

Agribusiness
In the coming decades, the global population will increase to 
over 9 billion with fewer resources available. FMO has made 
Agribusiness a priority to help meet these challenges by 
focusing investments across the value chain: (a) enhancing 
food security, (b) supporting sustainability and (c) promoting 
inclusive development in an environmentally viable and 
socially inclusive manner.

Financing and investing
FMO finances and invests in commercially viable companies 
and projects through a variety of finance products and 
services – designing our funding packages to match each 
client’s needs. Products include project finance, private 
equity, loans, mezzanine, trade finance and working capital 
finance. Our loans are characterized by typical maturities 
of 3 to 10 years. We look to provide €5 to 50 million, thereby 
taking a maximum 25% stake of the project size. We arrange 
syndicated loans by bringing together commercial banks, 
investors and other development finance institutions, with 
FMO structuring the financing. We invest in private equity 
funds and make co-investments alongside these funds.

Martijn de Groot
Investment Officer

Anneloes Roeleveld
Manager Corporate 
Communications

FMO (Dutch Development Finance 
Institution)

Eindhoven 
International Project 
Office (EIPO)
Hoogstraat 259
NL-5654 NA Eindhoven
M: +31 653 214 982
VN: +84 918 598 677
E: peter@eipo.nl
www.eipo.nl

E: joost@eipo.nl
M: +31 652 456 862
VN: +84 918 984 277

Eindhoven International Project Office (EIPO) is an Eindhoven 
based advisory, sharing experience and knowledge on 
successful collaboration, with a focus on creating new and 
better ecosystems, Smart City strategies and socio-economic 
development for regions and cities around the world. 

Collaboration and sharing is our core business, as we work 
closely together with renowned partners from the Brainport 
Eindhoven region, as well as governments, universities and 
companies from all over the world, using the internationally 
acknowledged successful Triple Helix approach.

Brainport Eindhoven is known for its successful transition 
from a traditional manufacturing industry into a world leading 
high tech and innovation hotspot, holding a front runner 
position in the evolution from Smart City towards Smart 
Society. 

Main services
We join your team to accelerate your ambitions, and share our 
knowledge and experience on:
• Triple Helix collaboration between governments, research 

& educational institutes and industry to enable growth and 
prosperity for your city or region. We know how to contex-
tualize and adapt this model to local circumstances and 
culture.

• Smart City development is not only about technology, it is 
putting technology to work for the people. That is why put 
socio-economic development first. Ultimately, it is all about 
connecting smart people.

• Building successful ecosystems can help develop a leading 
position in the world. This requires clear strategy and focus 
on market potential and strategic partnerships within the 
region as well as internationally.

• Strengthen your marketing to attract investments. We 
support cities and regions to deliver a clear message, based 
on your current capabilities, as well as your ambitions, the 
direction you are heading and the steps you take to get you 
there.

As sharing and collaboration is our core business, we join this 
mission to share our experiences in Vietnam and explore new 
collaborations with governments, research and educational 
institutes and companies, for our activities throughout 
Southeast Asia.

Joost Helms
Director

Eindhoven International Project Office
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HyGear 
Westervoortsedijk 73
NL-6827 AV Arnhem
PO Box 5280
NL-6802 EG Arnhem
P: +31 889 494 308
E: info@hygear.com
www.hygear.com

HyGear Asia
62 Ubi Road 1
#08-13 Oxley Bizhub 2
408734 Singapore
P: +65 6909 3064
E: asia@hygear.com

E: roy.van.oevelen@hygear.com
M: +65 8186 1317 (Singapore)

Providing an alternative solution for end-users of lower 
consumption of industrial gases, HyGear developed a cutting-
edge technology of on-site gas generation systems. With the 
combination of on-site industrial gas generation systems and 
conventional distribution methods, we offer the most cost-
effective and reliable supply with a guarantee of 100% up-time. 

Our Solution
HyGear has the ability to design, install and operate the supply 
of industrial gases at different purities and volumes based on 
the specific application requirements. HyGear has proprietary 
on-site technologies for generating Hydrogen (Hy.GEN) by 
cracking natural gas and highly efficient technologies to 
generate Nitrogen (N.GEN) and Oxygen (O.GEN) from air with 
the reliability support of backup supply through trucking. And 
to further reduce costs for our customers, we have the gas 
recovery system (Hy.REC) which is a recycling process of spent 
gases (hydrogen-nitrogen gas mixtures) from the production 
process. 

Based on your specific application needs, we advise on the 
supply options, storage requirements and other peripheral 
systems. We are able to offer a full scope of supply, from large 
on-site plants to trucked cylinder racks in Europe and Asia.

Our value proposition
We distinguish ourselves by the method of supply which 
has proven to be more cost-effective when compared to 
conventional methods, as well as higher security of supply and 
an increased safety because there is lesser need for storage 
on site. It also lowers the environmental impact which is a 
benefit for society in general, which is also translated to the 
reduction of CO2 emissions as well.

Roy van Oevelen
Regional Sales Mananger

HyGear

Human Capital 
Resources
Dr. Holtroplaan 1 
NL-5652 XR Eindhoven  
www.hcr-staffing.com

E: izhaar@hcr-staffing.nl
M: +31 628 039 230 

HCR is an international placement and staffing company 
based in Eindhoven, The Netherlands. We are specialised in 
offering highly skilled and experienced IT professionals from 
the Far East, in particular India, Bangladesh and Pakistan 
for the Dutch ICT sector. HCR works according to the ‘ total 
care concept ‘ that completely disregards the candidate 
as well as the customer in our sourcing and international 
placement process. Our working methodology is based on 
the 10-step plan which we have developed internally, to 
ensure the quality of the candidate but also accommodating 
the requirements and needs of our customers. We offer the 
following possibilities in specialised expertise in secondment, 
permanent, recruitment. 1) Software Developers. - 2) Test 
Engineers. - 3) Software Architects. - 4) Embedded Software 
Engineers -. 5) IT Project Leader. - 6) Data Scientists / Analysts. 
– 7) Mechatronical Engineers. 

Products and Services Offered
• Career opportunities for IT Professionals & Mechatronical 

Engineers in the Netherlands
• Total Care Concept HCR 
• Visa guarantee
• Housing, cultural & social support 

Unique Selling Points
• We have a very experienced team at HCR with variety of 

skills from recruiting, technical, financial and commercial 
backgrounds combining into our strong HCR team, with the 
head office based in the Silicon Valley of the Netherlands, 
Eindhoven. 

• Total Care Concept HCR
• 10 Step Plan Methodology for QC
• Vast international network   

Profile of Commercial Contacts Wanted
Looking for matchmaking with companies that might be 
interested in expanding their business from Malaysia and 
Vietnam to the Netherlands and vice versa.

1. National IT Association like Nasscom in India 
2. National Mechatronical Engineers Association 
3. IT Recruitment, Staffing & Workforce agencies 
4. International Placement agencies for IT Professionals & 

Mechatronical Engineers professionals 
5. HR services for IT and Mechatronical Engineerings  

Izhaar Abbas
Founder - Chief Executive 

Human Capital Resources
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Choon Seng
Head of Network Southeast Asia

Thu Ly Do
Chief Rep, ING Hanoi Rep Office

Madeline Leong
Country Manager & Head of 
Corporate Clients Malaysia

ING
Bijlmerplein 888
NL-1102 MG Amsterdam
PO Box 1800
NL-1000 BV Amsterdam
P: +31 205 639 111
www.ing.com

E: Choon.Seng.Tan@
ASIA.ING.com
M: +65 6232 6160

E: Thu.Ly.Do@asia.ing.com
M: +84 24 3936 7844

E: Madeline.Leong@asia.ing.com
M: +60 320 558 255

ING Wholesale Banking Vietnam
Press Club Building
5/F, Room 505-506, 12 Ly Dao Thanh Street
Hoan Kiem District
Hanoi, Vietnam

ING Corporate Advisory Malaysia
Suite 11-02, 11th Floor (Letter Box 71), 
Menara Hap Seng, Jalan P. Ramlee, 
50250 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

ING is a global financial institution with a strong European 
base, offering banking services through its operating 
company, ING Bank. ING Bank’s 51,000+ employees provide 
retail and wholesale banking services to 36.9 million 
customers, in over 40 countries of which 10.5 million are 
considered primary customers.
 
ING in Vietnam
ING Bank established a representative office in Hanoi, on 
7 May 2012. The Hanoi representative office will be able to 
promote ING Bank’s projects in Vietnam and oversee the 
implementation of the bank’s agreements with Vietnamese 
companies and credit organisations. With a local presence 
in Vietnam, ING Bank aims to strengthen its cross-border 
commercial banking services to support its multinational and 
local Vietnamese corporate clients looking to expand beyond 
their domestic markets.

ING in Malaysia
ING Corporate Advisory (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd (“ICA”) is part 
of ING Bank’s network in Asia. Since 1992, ICA together 
with ING Bank N.V., Labuan branch have been offering a 
wide range of products and services such as Corporate 
finance advisory; Specialised sector financing (e.g., Natural 
Resources; Telecommunications, Media & Technology; Utilities 
& Infrastructure); Financial markets (debt capital markets, 
equity & commodity derivatives, fixed income products, 
foreign exchange rates and derivatives); Syndicated loans; 
Trade finance; and Corporate lending. With our on-the-ground 
presence and expertise, we support our clients with tailored 
solutions and effective execution of transactions, to help them 
stay a step ahead in business.

ING 

Kees van Rooijen
Director

Institute for 
Housing and Urban 
Development Studies
Burgemeester Oudlaan 50
NL-3062 PA Rotterdam
PO Box 1935
NL-3000 BX Rotterdam
P: +31 104 089 825
E: secr@ihs.nl
www.ihs.nl

E: vanrooijen@ihs.nl
M: +31 651 460 093

The Institute for Housing and Urban Development Studies 
(IHS) is an education, advisory and research institute of 
Erasmus University Rotterdam. For 60 years, it has been our 
mission to develop human and institutional capacities, to 
reduce poverty and improve the quality of life in cities.

Looking at cities from different perspectives, we educate 
urban professionals with diverse backgrounds, consult 
national and local governments from the Global South and 
engage in cutting-edge urban research. Bringing practical 
experience from real-life projects back to the classroom, we 
inspire collaboration and co-creation of urban knowledge. 
Together with our partners we work at the forefront of urban 
development to improve the wellbeing of people living in 
cities. IHS is about making cities work. 

Our network of alumni includes over 9000 active urban experts 
all over the world, ranging from architects, social scientists, 
economists, to public administration workers, civil servants, 
and government officials. 

Thematic areas
IHS education, advisory services and research revolve around 
six main thematic areas: 
• Urban Strategies and Planning
• Urban Environment, Sustainability and Climate Change
• Urban Housing, Equity and Social Justice
• Urban Land Governance
• Urban Competitiveness and Resilience
• Green Cities and Infrastructure (GCI)

Linking theory to practice
The approach taken by IHS to the problems faced in 
urban settings is driven by a clear principle. There is 
interdependence between education and training, advisory 
services and applied research: each informs and supports the 
other. IHS believes in linking theory and practice.

Institute for Housing and Urban 
Development Studies (IHS)
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Edward Voncken
CEO

KMWE
Croy 11 
NL-5653 LC Eindhoven
PO Box 7930
NL-5605 SH Eindhoven
P: +31 402 561 111
E: info@kmwe.com
www.kmwe.com 

E: e.voncken@kmwe.com 
M: +31 623 080 014

KMWE is a global system supplier for the High-tech 
Equipment-, the Medical- and the Aerospace industry. KMWE is 
specialized in the fully automated (24/7) machining of complex 
parts and the assembly of functionally tested mechatronic sub 
modules and machines. We offer a one stop shop capability 
for complex fabrications. Furthermore, we offer innovative 
manufacturing technologies like Additive Manufacturing, ECM 
and Thermal spray. 

We are focused on a unique combination of low to medium 
volume production series and repeatable and process 
controlled quality. KMWE is certified according to ISO 
9001:2015, ISO 13485 and AS 9100.

Supported by an innovative engineering and in-house 
prototyping KMWE delivers complete solutions for ready to 
install parts and systems. 

KMWE is Dutch based and with subsidiaries in Malaysia 
(Penang), India and sales representatives for the UK, Ireland, 
Germany, Austria and Switzerland we guarantee a worldwide 
coverage of our engineering, production and supply chain. 

Regarding KMWE Malaysia specific
• KMWE Malaysia closely works together with KMWE in the 

Netherlands (HQ) and has also the same technology, know-
how and machining equipment. 

• KMWE Malaysia has all necessary facilities for (cleanroom)
assembly, gluing of several materials and quality- and 
functional testing.

• KMWE Malaysia also has the capabilities for cable and wire 
harness assembly. 

• In 2012 KMWE Malaysia started machining activities, with 
about twelve 4- and 5-axis CNC milling machines, several 
grinding machines and two Coordinate Measuring Machines.

• KMWE Malaysia is certified according to AS 9100 and ISO 
13485. 

Over 60 years of experience, 600 motivated and well educated 
employees and a continuous drive for Excellence enable us to 
fulfill the highest demands of our customers. 

KMWE

Jartazi Sportswear
Zwartbroekstraat 2
NL-6041 JM Roermond
P: +32 54 310 510
E: info@jartazi.com
www.jartazi.com

E: ingeborg@jartazi.com
M: +31 646 416 007

E: philip@leadingstar.eu
M: +31 615 422 120

We recently set-up Jartazi Sportswear, a company that owns 
the sportwear brand Jartazi. Jartazi Sportswear BV sells Jartazi 
sportswear to European customers (sportclubs/resellers/
b2b/schools). At this moment Jartazi has a big marketshare 
in Belgium. As from 2018 our target is to increase sales in the 
Netherlands and increase export volumes. We have a close 
relation with our Vietnamese preferred textile supplier. Our 
Vietnamese partner has the licence of Jartazi for Vietnam, 
Malaysia, Cambodja and Singapore. 

Products and Services Offered
• Sportswear 
• Custommade sports- and corporate wear
• Personalization by offering different print techniques

Unique Selling Points
• In the Netherlands we will introduce a new go-to-the-market 

formula, target is to be the first sportswear brand servicing 
completely online and offering different loyalty programs to 
our customers;

• Due to the close relationship with our Vietnamese partner we 
can offer our customers just-in-time deliveries. 

• In-depth market and segment knowledge.

Profile of Commercial Contacts Wanted
Looking for matchmaking with companies/wholesalers that 
might be interested in Jartazi distribution in Vietnam and 
Malaysia. Also different sportart associations are interested to 
present our brand. 

Ingeborg Vossen
Co-Founder (main shareholder) 
and Finance Manager

Philip Ploegaerts
Sourcing Manager and Product-
development Manager

Jartazi Sportswear
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MovingDot
Scorpius 116
NL-2132 LR Hoofddorp
PO Box 3083
NL-2130 KB Hoofddorp
P: +31 886 683 000
E: info@movingdot.nl
www.movingdot.nl

E: hans.offerman@movingdot.nl
M: +31 623 229 240

MovingDot is a consultancy firm which assists in all aspects 
of Air Traffic Management affairs. Founded in 2010 with now 
a team of 12 analysts/experts supported by some 8 former 
air traffic controllers as operational expert. We have our 
background firmly grounded in the operational, technological 
and senior management side of air traffic control. 

The core expertise of MovingDot focuses on connecting the 
worlds of policy making and that of operational reality. Two 
worlds that are intricately connected and in many cases 
heavily interrelated, but each has its own set of definitions and 
interpretation. Our people will effortlessly operate between 
these worlds, providing a pragmatic approach and realistic 
solutions.

MovingDot is specialized in air traffic control operations, 
airspace and route design, airspace management, design of 
ATM procedures (including PANS OPS), tower development, 
safety assessment and SMS implementation. 
The corresponding business and change processes are 
thoroughly understood, not only from a technical point of 
view, but also from an organisational point of view. This 
enables MovingDot to support implementation of new 
processes and procedures in ATM-related organisations on a 
strategic, tactical and operational level. 

Customers of MovingDot are internationally operating 
organisations; air navigation service providers, airports and 
governmental departments & agencies. 

Some examples: ATC The Netherlands (LVNL), Deutsche 
Flugsicherung (DFS), skyguide of Switzerland, the FABEC 
Project office, Administration de Navigation Aeriénne (ANA), 
Dutch Caribbean ANSP (DC-ANSP), Ministry of Infrastructure 
and the Environment (NL), Polish ANS Agency (PANSA), 
Schiphol airport and Lelystad airport. 

MovingDot is associate member of CANSO.

Hans Offerman
Managing Director

MovingDot

Mr.FARMER
Van Kleffenslaan 5
NL-8442 CW Heerenveen
E: info@mrfarmer.eu
www.mrfarmer.eu

E: gerlof@mrfarmer.eu
M: +31 629 390 260

Mr.FARMER is a global supplier of Food, Feed and Petfood 
ingredients. We supply Dairy and Starch derived ingredients 
which are used for dairy, snack, ice cream, processed meat, 
bakery, sports and health nutrition application. 

Our mission is to provide clients with a full range of ingredients, 
precise and up to date market information and year-round 
sourcing options, combined with a level of customer service 
unmatched in our industry.

Mr.FARMER is connecting ingredient experts.

Unique Selling Points
• Worldwide sourcing network of accredited producers;
• Focus on Starches and by products, Plant proteins and Dairy 

ingredients;
• Vast logistic network, providing tailored supply solutions; 
• Up to date market information.  

Gerlof de Boer
Owner

Mr.FARMER
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Frans Claassen
Managing Director 

MVO – The Netherlands 
Oils and Fats Industry
Louis Braillelaan 80
NL-2719 EK Zoetermeer
P: +31 793 634 350
E: info@mvo.nl 
www.mvo.nl

E: claassen@mvo.nl
M: +31 613 230 874

MVO - The Netherlands Oils and Fats Industry is an association 
of companies active in the oils and fats industry. MVO 
promotes the interests of its members, and dedicates it 
selves to supporting a sustainable and internationally 
competitive supply and distribution chain. The chain includes 
importers, specialised storage and transhipment companies, 
crushing and refinery companies, animal fat companies, fat 
compounders, transport companies, food companies, feed 
businesses, the oleochemical industry, biofuel manufacturers, 
specialised service providers, surveyors, laboratories and 
knowledge institutes.

With an annual turnover of 7.2 billion euros the oils and fats 
industry and trade is one of the Netherlands’ main agricultural 
sectors. Palm Oil is the most important vegetable oil imported 
into Europe and the Netherlands is the largest importer and 
refiner of Palm Oil in Europe. Sustainable palm oil production 
and consumption is one of our key priorities. MVO works 
closely together with all stakeholders including our partners 
in Malaysia towards a fully sustainable palm oil supply chain. 

MVO represents some 95 percent of total oils and fats 
production and trade in the Netherlands. 
Our four priority areas of attention are:
• Food and Feed Safety 
• Sustainable Development
• Nutrition and Health 
• Trade Policy

MVO – The Netherlands Oils and Fats 
Industry

MVRDV 
Achterklooster 7
NL-3011 RA Rotterdam 
PO Box 63136 
NL-3002 JC Rotterdam 
P: +31 104 772 860 
www.mvrdv.com

E: JanKnikker@mvrdv.com 
M: +31 624 848 014

E: MartaPozo@mvrdv.com
M: +86 1852 1085 973

MVRDV was set up in Rotterdam (the Netherlands) in 1993 
by Winy Maas, Jacob van Rijs and Nathalie de Vries. MVRDV 
engages globally in providing solutions to contemporary 
architectural and urban issues. A research based and highly 
collaborative design method engages experts from all fields, 
clients and stakeholders in the creative process. The results 
are exemplary and outspoken buildings, urban plans, studies 
and objects, which enable our cities and landscapes to develop 
towards a better future.
 
The products of MVRDV’s unique approach to design vary, 
ranging from buildings of all types and sizes, to urban 
plans and visions, numerous publications, installations and 
exhibitions. Built projects include the Netherlands Pavilion 
for the World EXPO 2000 in Hannover; the Market Hall, a 
combination of housing and retail in Rotterdam; the Pushed 
Slab, a sustainable office building in Paris’ first eco-district; 
Flight Forum, an innovative business park in Eindhoven; 
the Silodam Housing complex in Amsterdam; the Matsudai 
Cultural Centre in Japan; the Unterföhring office campus 
near Munich; the Lloyd Hotel in Amsterdam; the Ypenburg 
housing and urban plan in The Hague; the Didden Village 
rooftop housing extension in Rotterdam; the music centre De 
Effenaar in Eindhoven; the Gyre boutique shopping center in 
Tokyo; a public library in Spijkenisse; an international bank 
headquarters in Oslo, Norway; and the iconic Mirador and 
Celosia housing in Madrid.

Jan Knikker
Partner / Development

Marta Pozo
Director MVRDV Asia

MVRDV 
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NACO (Netherlands 
Airport Consultants)
Schenkkade 49
NL-2595 AR The Hague
PO Box 93056
NL-2509 AB The Hague
P: +31 883 481 300
E: info@naco.rhdhv.com
www.naco.nl 

E: kjell.kloosterziel@
naco.rhdhv.com 
M: +31 653 264 300

E: kris.pauwels@naco.rhdhv.com 
M: +31 654 748 296

E: inna.ratieva@naco.rhdhv.com 
M: + 31 683 238 002

NACO, Netherlands Airport Consultants, is a world-leading 
independent airport consultancy and engineering firm with 
over 65 years of experience in the aviation and air transport 
industry. Since 1949, NACO has provided integrated and full-
service planning, design and development services to over 600 
airports in more than 100 countries around the globe.

As aviation business branch company of Royal HaskoningDHV, 
NACO is one of the few consultants in the world that is 
specialized in every aspect of airport planning and design. 
NACO’s products & services extend to all aspects of 
airport development, from business consultancy to project 
implementation.

Airport infrastructure and facilities
NACO is a global leader in strategic airport infrastructure 
development, master planning, buildings and airport facilities 
design, including functional layout and architectural design. 
NACO excels in design and optimization of operational 
processes and flows. Using simulation tools to optimize 
systems and processes like aircraft movements, GSE 
equipment, passenger processes and bagage and cargo 
handling systems. 

Airport-related projects 
Multi-disciplinary airport-related projects such as 
environmental impact studies, noise abatement, multi-modal 
ground transport studies, Airport City development, land 
reclamation and water management.

NACO has rendered consultancy services for large hub 
airports as well as for small and regional airports. In Asia, 
NACO is engaged in projects on more than 60 airports. Some 
world-wide examples: Danang, Amsterdam-Schiphol, Moscow 
Sheremetyevo, Pulkovo St. Petersburg, Vladivostok, Athens, 
Bangkok, Beijing Capital and new Beijing International, Mexico 
City green field, Istanbul, Jakarta, Jeddah, Kuala Lumpur, 
Kuwait, Singapore Changi and many others.  

For more information please visit: www.naco.nl 

NACO (Netherlands Airport Consultants)

Kjell Kloosterziel
Managing Director

Kris Pauwels
Director Airport Strategy & Studies

Inna Ratieva
Senior Advisor to the Board

NL International 
Business
Bezuidenhoutseweg 12
NL-2509 AA The Hague
P: +31 703 490 211
www.nl-internationalbusiness.nl

E: offerhaus@
nl-internationalbusiness.nl
M: +31 683 806 734

NL International Business supports Dutch firms as they trade 
around the world. Exports to emerging markets are growing 
day by day, but there is no room for complacency. With NL 
International Business in place, it is time to step up the pace 
even further, specifically through more professional support for 
Dutch companies looking for export opportunities, so they can 
grow their business and create new jobs.
 
NL International Business was established to coordinate and 
professionalise Dutch trade promotion and international 
business development, to further grow and fortify our 
economic positions in growth markets in Asia, South America, 
Africa and the Middle East, as well as in more established 
markets in Europe and the US.
 
NL International Business aims to achieve a transformation 
in the contribution of small and mediumsized business to our 
export figures. NL International Business will support small and 
medium-sized companies, making it easier for them to access 
advice and support and to offer them a knowledgeable first 
point of contact to discuss their export ambitions and guide 
them, when needed, through the uncharted waters of opening 
new businesses in emerging markets.
 
NL International Business also leads public-private initiatives, 
for example in following up on trade missions, building Dutch 
consortia when required for large scale projects, participation 
in World Bank, IFC, AIIB and similar programs, and cooperating 
with the Netherlands’ diplomatic missions, to enable Dutch 
firms to actively participate in large projects oversees.

Edo Offerhaus
Director

NL International Business
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Robert van As
Managing Director Paques 
Asia Pacific 

Paques 
T. de Boerstraat 24
NL-8561 EL Balk
PO Box 52
NL-8560 AB  Balk
P: +31 514 608 500
E: info@paques.nl
www.paques.nl

Paques Asia Pacific 
Level 36, Menara City Bank, 
165 Jalan Ampang
50450 Kuala Lumpur
Malaysia
P: +603 2169 6331

E: rj.vanas@paques.com.my
M: +601 2508 8654

Paques: leading in biological wastewater and gas treatment
Paques has over 30 years’ experience in helping industries 
and municipalities to reduce their water and carbon footprints 
and reclaim valuable resources. The cost-effective effluent 
purification systems produce energy from wastewater, whilst 
purifying the water and facilitating water reuse. Since 1980, 
Paques realized more than 2000 references worldwide. 

Besides the headquarters in The Netherlands, Paques has 
subsidiaries and/ or production locations in China, Brazil, 
United States of America, India, Malaysia and Thailand In 
many other countries, the company is represented by licensed 
partners. This ensures local presence and the best service for 
clients worldwide.

Products and Services Offered
Water is essential in the production of all kinds of goods and 
energy, for socio- economic development and for maintaining 
healthy ecosystems. Paques provides biotechnological 
processes to purify wastewater and gas streams and offers 
a wide range of products. Among other systems, Paques 
delivers:

• BIOPAQ®: Organic compounds are converted to biogas by 
bacteria: get green energy from wastewater.

• THIOPAQ®: Biogas desulphurization: Deep hydrogen sulfide 
removal from biogas at high uptime enables industries to 
meet stringent gas quality requirements.

• ANAMMOX®: Sustainable nitrogen removal The ANAMMOX® 
process is a very cost-effective and sustainable way of 
removing ammonium from effluents and ammonia from 
waste gas.

Unique Selling Points
• Biological processes contribute to a better environment, 

revitalizing resources is the future of mankind.
• Market leader in biological wastewater and gas treatment: 

over 2000 references worldwide in several industries
• Dutch professionals, based in the Netherlands and in 

worldwide subsidiaries. Local presence ensures the best 
service for clients worldwide. Continuous innovation and 
development of new purifying systems.

Paques

Philips Vietnam 
Unit 1B, Floor 12, 
A&B Tower,
76A Le Lai Street, 
Ben Thanh Ward, 
District 1, HCMC
www.philips.com

E: hugo.luik@philips.com
M: +84 28 3911 1508

Royal Philips is a leading health technology company 
focused on improving people’s health and enabling better 
outcomes across the health continuum from healthy living and 
prevention, to diagnosis, treatment and home care. 

Our Vision
At Philips, we strive to make the world healthier and more 
sustainable through innovation. Our goal is to improve the lives 
of 3 billion people a year by 2025. We will be the best place to 
work for people who share our passion. Together we will deliver 
superior value for our customers and shareholders.

Our Values
We are Caring, Innovative and Impactful: we care for you, so you 
feel understood. We will have an impact on your life, so you feel 
empowered. And our ongoing innovation will continue to amaze 
you.

Philips Vietnam
Philips Vietnam started its operations in Vietnam in 2015 with a 
local office in HCMC. We bring in advanced Health Technology 
to improve the lives of the people in Vietnam enabling healthier 
living and better quality of healthcare at lower cost taking care 
of our valued customers and clients.

Hugo Jan Luik
General Manager

Philips Vietnam 
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Willem Dedden 
President-Director of PT Pelabuhan 
Rotterdam Indonesia

Sofie Tolk
Representative South-East Asia

Port of Rotterdam 
Authority
Wilhelminakade 909
NL-3072 AP Rotterdam
PO Box 6622
NL-3002 AP Rotterdam
P: +31 102 521 190
www.portofrotterdam.com

E:  ww.dedden@
portofrotterdam.com
M: +62 812 9078 1080

E: SC.Tolk@portofrotterdam.com
M: +62 812 1060 7557

PT Pelabuhan Rotterdam Indonesia -
a Port of Rotterdam company
Erasmus Huis
Jl. H.R. Rasuna Said, Kav S-3
Kuningan, Jakarta 12950, Indonesia
P: +62 21 524 1078
www.portofrotterdam.com

The Port of Rotterdam Authority manages and develops the 
port and industrial area of Rotterdam and is responsible 
for maintaining the highest safety standards. It operates 
according to the landlord model, meaning that it leases plots 
to terminals and industries, but it does not handle cargo itself. 
With an annual throughput of 460 million tons, the port of 
Rotterdam is the largest in Europe. The port and industrial 
area are home to around 180,000 direct and indirect jobs. The 
area contributes around EUR 21 billion to Dutch GDP.
 
The Port of Rotterdam Authority is developing a World Port 
Network to generate new business opportunities around 
the globe and promote trade with Rotterdam. By bringing 
its commercial network, quality standards and expertise to 
growth markets, Port of Rotterdam helps ports across the 
world to achieve their maximum potential. Port of Rotterdam 
has founded a subsidiary in Jakarta and is involved in port 
development projects in different parts of Indonesia and the 
South-East Asia region.

Port of Rotterdam Authority

Rijk Zwaan 
Burg. Crezéelaan 40
NL-2678 KX De Lier
PO Box 40
NL-2678 ZG De Lier
P: +31 174 532 300
E: export@rijkzwaan.nl
www.rijkzwaan.nl

E: j.omvlee@rijkzwaan.nl
M: +31 653 500 098

E: r.knieriem@rijkzwaan.nl
M: +31 615 398 511

E: j.m.rozec@rijkzwaan.nl
M: +84 936 642 201

Rijk Zwaan Vietnam 
Unit 4, 15th floor, 
Green Power Building
35 Ton Duc Thang street
District 1, Ho Chi Minh City
Vietnam
www.rijkzwaan.vn

Rijk Zwaan is a Dutch family-owned vegetable breeding 
company. It is amongst the top 5 in the global vegetable seed 
market with a turnover of over 400 million euros and a market 
share of 8%. Rijk Zwaan develops vegetable varieties and sells 
the seeds produced from them. It combines the huge genetic 
diversity that nature has to offer with continuous investment in 
R&D (approx. 30% of the annual turnover). This results in plant 
varieties with ever-better combinations of desired traits.

Rijk Zwaan has more than 1,000 varieties in its assortment, 
across more than 25 different vegetable crops. Rijk Zwaan 
seeds are sold in more than 100 different countries through 
locally operating sales subsidiaries and numerous distributors. 
To align its products perfectly with market requirements, the 
company maintains close contact not only with growers but 
also with the rest of the vegetable chain. Rijk Zwaan takes a 
personal approach and strives for win-win situations and long-
term partnerships. 

The head office is situated in De Lier, The Netherlands. In 
addition, Rijk Zwaan has over 30 foreign subsidiaries handling 
sales, R&D and seed production activities. Rijk Zwaan 
employs around 2,800 people and they are the company’s 
most important asset. The company culture is centred on 
involvement, teamwork and loyalty. As a result, Rijk Zwaan’s 
employees are highly motivated to provide all customers with 
top-quality seeds and a high level of service.

For more than ten years we sell our seeds in Malaysia and 
Vietnam through distributors.
Since 2017 we have a subsidiary in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam. 
A dedicated team of sales- and product managers sells our 
vegetable seeds to growers all over Vietnam.   

Rijk Zwaan 

Jan Omvlee
Export Director

Rens Knieriem
Business Manager South & East 
Asia

Jean-Marie Rozec 
Country Manager Vietnam
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André Kik
Director Dredging Markets

Royal IHC
Smitweg 6
NL-2961 AW Kinderdijk
P: +31 880 155 054
www.royalihc.com

E: a.kik@royalihc.com
M: +31 610 903 408

Royal IHC: innovative solutions for maritime service providers

In an ever-changing political and economic landscape, Royal 
IHC enables its customers to execute complex projects from 
sea level to ocean floor in the most challenging of maritime 
environments. We are a reliable supplier of innovative and 
efficient equipment, vessels and services for the offshore, 
dredging and wet mining markets. 

With a history steeped in Dutch shipbuilding since the mid-
17th Century, we have in-depth knowledge and expertise of 
engineering and manufacturing high-performance integrated 
vessels and equipment, and providing sustainable services. 
From our head office in The Netherlands and with 3,000 
employees working from sites and offices on a global basis, 
we are able to ensure a local presence and support on every 
continent. 

Royal IHC is world market leader in dredging equipment. At 
Royal IHC, we have the knowledge and experience to rise to 
the challenges facing the industry by providing an integrated 
solution to different type of customers worldwide.

With our commitment to technological innovation, in which 
sustainability and safety are key, we strive to continuously 
meet the specific needs of each customer in a rapidly evolving 
world.

Royal IHC

Royal Vopak
Westerlaan 10
NL-3016 CK Rotterdam
PO Box 863
NL-3000 AW Rotterdam
P: +31 104 002 911
www.vopak.com

E: patrick.trinh@vopak.com
M: +84 909 027 632

Royal Vopak is the world’s leading independent tank storage 
company. We store vital products with care. With a history 
of 400 years and a focus on sustainability, our mission is to 
ensure safe, efficient and clean storage and handling of bulk 
liquid products for our customers. By doing so, Vopak enables 
the delivery of products that are vital to our economy and daily 
lives. Today, those products range from oil, chemicals, gases 
and LNG to biofuels and vegoils. As we move towards clean 
fuels and a low-carbon economy, we are determined to store 
the products that will be needed in the future and develop 
key infrastructure solutions for the world’s energy systems of 
tomorrow.

Vopak operates a global network of terminals located 
at strategic locations along major trade routes. As of 15 
December 2017, Vopak operates 66 terminals in 25 countries 
with a combined storage capacity of 35.9 million cbm, with 
another 3.2 million cbm under development, to be added 
before the end of 2019. The majority of our customers are 
international, regional and national companies operating in 
the oil, chemicals and gas sector.

Vopak is listed on the NYSE Euronext Amsterdam stock 
exchange and headquartered in Rotterdam, the Netherlands. 
Including joint ventures and associates, we employ an 
international workforce of more than 5,500 people. 

Patrick Trinh
Managing Director

Royal Vopak
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Saxion University of 
Applied Sciences
MH Tromplaan 28 
NL-7513 AB Enschede
PO Box 70.000
NL-7500 KB Enschede
P: +31 880 193 125 (International 
Office)
E: secretary.io@saxion.nl
www.saxion.nl

E: s.l.littooij@saxion.nl
M: +31 630 124 083

Saxion University of Applied Sciences is located in the lively 
cities of Deventer, Enschede (Twente) and Apeldoorn. Our 
university has a population of approximately 27,000 students, 
including 3,500 international students. We offer Bachelor and 
Master programmes covering more than 30 different study 
routes.

English-language international programmes are available for 
a wide variety of disciplines, ranging from business studies 
to technical subjects. Students come from over 80 countries, 
including from Indonesia, India, China, Brazil, Korea, Japan and 
Vietnam.

Education at Saxion
Education at Saxion is centred on helping students to develop 
professional competences. As a student you are very much 
responsible for your own approach to studying, although of 
course our tutors and lecturers are always available to help 
and advise you. Most of our teaching staff have many years of 
industry experience. 

Saxion & Living Technology
As a University of Applied Sciences, Saxion places great 
value on practical skills and applied research.The interaction 
between technology and society is at the core of Living 
Technology. At Saxion, we strive to embed this concept in our 
programmes and research. Driven by concerns from society, 
government bodies and local businesses, our students and 
researchers work on new solutions for a smart world.

Siep Littooij
Manager International Project desk

Saxion University of Applied Sciences

Scania
Spinveld 57
NL-4815 HV Breda
P: +31 765 254 000
www.scania.com
 
E: luc.lampaert@scania.com
M: +31 610 877 837

Scania is a world-leading provider of transport solutions, 
including trucks and buses for heavy transport applications 
combined with an extensive service offering. Scania offers 
vehicle financing, insurance and rental services to enable our 
customers to focus on their core business. Scania is also a 
leading provider of industrial and marine engines.

With some 46,000 employees in more than 100 countries, 
our sales and service network is strategically placed where 
our customers need us, no matter where they operate. 
Research and development activities are mainly concentrated 
in Sweden, with branches in Brazil and India. Production 
takes place in Europe, Latin America and Asia with facilities 
for global interchange of both components and complete 
vehicles. In addition there are regional production centres in 
Africa, Asia and Eurasia.

Scania is part of Volkswagen Truck & Bus.

Luc Lampaert
Area Sales Manager, Overseas
Commercial Operations
Scania Used Vehicles

Scania
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Frits Gronsveld
Chairman of the Board of directors 
STC Group

Albert Bos
Director STC International

Tham Nguyen
Chief Representative Vietnam

STC Group 
Lloydstraat 300
NL-3024 EA Rotterdam
P: +31 104 486 000
E: info@stc-group.nl 
www.stc-group.nl 

E: gronsveld@stc-r.nl 
E: bos@stc-r.nl
E: hongtham@stc-r.nl

STC International is a member of the STC Group. The STC 
Group consists of a group of companies, institutions and 
departments offering education on pre-vocational, secondary 
vocational, higher vocational and master of science level for 
the entire shipping, port, and transport and logistics chain 
as well as for the port-related oil and chemical industry to 
educate (future) professionals. 

STC International has stakes in several international 
companies, which provides corporate training and courses 
for companies, institutions and private individuals. STC 
International has branch offices in South Africa, Oman, 
Vietnam and the Philippines. Furthermore, STC International 
participates in activities in Kazakhstan, Colombia and 
Mozambique.

At the present, STC International has two joint ventures 
in Ho-Chi-Minh; UT-STC, a Maritime and Human Resource 
Training Center (UT-STC) with the main focus on offshore 
education, training and consultancy activities; Tancang-STC 
Training Center is focusing on port, terminal and logistics 
training and education.

STC International is also responsible for STC Vietnam, a branch 
office in Ha Noi, representing the STC Group’s activities in 
Vietnam. STC Vietnam gives general support to the Group as 
well as develop visual databases and scenarios for various 
simulator platforms which STC Group and STC International 
use for training and applied research projects within the 
Netherlands and worldwide.

STC International provides first class education, training, 
consultancy and applied science for the national and 
international transport and maritime cluster in a sustainable 
and innovative way in order to bring people, institutions and 
companies to a higher level of education.

Worldwide this is done by using the latest evidence-based 
techniques and methods within the whole STC Group. STC 
International acts accordingly in a number of countries. It is 
present in and serving the continents of Europe, Africa, Asia 
and Latin America.

STC Group 

Sandra van Putten
Director STC-Nestra

STC-NESTRA
Lloydstraat 300
NL-3024 EA Rotterdam
P: +31 104 486 451
www.nestra.net 

E: putten@stc-nestra.nl
M: +31 614 125 284

STC-NESTRA is the acronym for “Netherlands Expert Group for 
Sustainable TRAnsport and Logistics”. NESTRA provides high-
level consultancy and applied research services in the field of 
sustainable transport and logistics. NESTRA aims on servicing 
public and private organisations on national and international 
level. 

Our fields of expertise are: 
• Development and evaluation of policies and regulations (e.g. 

impact assessments) for the transport and logistics sector 
including public-private partnerships and institutional 
development. 

• Dissemination, training, capacity development and 
technical assistance on the strengthening and enhanced 
professionalism on transport and logistics and 

• Project management and coordination of international 
consortia working on assignments such as consultancy, 
research and development and training and matchmaking 
projects.

STC-NESTRA
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Trelleborg
Verlengde Kerkweg 15
NL-2985 AZ Ridderkerk
PO Box 4007  
NL-2980 GA Ridderkerk
P: +31 180 495 555
www.trelleborg.com/
engineeredproducts

E: andre.de.graaf@
trelleborg.com
M: +31 613 857 281

Trelleborg seals, damps and protects critical applications 
in demanding environments Trelleborg uses its technical 
leading-edge expertise and applications knowledge to 
engineer polymers, mainly rubber, composites and plastics. 
Our applications expertise is based on custom-designed 
polymer solutions that seal, damp and protect critical 
applications by being durable, elastic and robust.

For Trelleborg, the Infrastructure construction segment 
encompasses products and solutions for companies that 
construct and manage infrastructure, such as Storm surge 
barriers, locks. Sluices, railways, airports, harbors, bridges, 
tunnels and large buildings.

Trelleborg Ridderkerk operates in many countries and has 
more than 20000 staff working around the world. Our activities 
in the Netherlands comprise Focus on global markets:
• Civil Engineering
• Energy Infrastructure
• Dredging
• Industry / Sewage

Products and Services Offered
• Engineered products
• Seals for special civil engineering projects like the 

Rotterdam and St. Petersburg storm surge barriers and the 
Venice Storm Surge Barrier. 

• Service and Installation

Unique Selling Points
• Trelleborg Ridderkerk supplies the total package concept 

which includes Engineering, Production/Supervision as well 
as Installation and Service and repair on site. 

• We have a very experienced service team, consisting of 
many and Dutch and foreign professionals, based in the 
Netherlands and key locations in Asia.

• In-depth market and segment knowledge.

Profile of Commercial Contacts Wanted
• Engineering offices
• Owners
• Contractors
• Government related companies

Jan-Andre de Graaf
Sales Manager Water Management

Trelleborg

Jan Jaap Folmer
Chief Upp!

Hoang Nhat Huy
GM UpCycling Vietnam

Upp! UpCycling Plastic
Baarsdorpermeer 5A
NL-1652 CW Zuidermeer
E: support@
upcyclingplastic.com
www.upcyclingplastic.com

E: janjaap@upcyclingplastic.com
M: +31 615 574 232
E: hnhuy@upcyclingplastic.com
M: +84 98 348 1551

Upp! UpCycling Plastic is a Dutch start-up company promoting 
the use of sustainable building materials made from recycled 
plastic waste. Upp! wants to develop a market for those 
planks & poles made from recycled plastic waste in Vietnam. 
Those products are applied in public areas, residential and 
utility building projects, infrastructure and marine/wet 
infrastructure in Vietnam. Examples of our products are deck 
planks (terrace, jetties, board-walks), retaining walls and 
traffic poles.

Benefits of those planks & poles is they don’t rot, nor splinter 
and are weather/UV resistant. They last longer (25 years+) 
are more sustainable and cost-effective than woodplastic 
composite (WPC), wood, steel or concrete and are 100% 
recyclable themselves. Every piece of plastic used in those 
products, will not end up in our environment, incinerators or 
oceans.

Upp! also wants to set up manufacturing facilities in SE 
Asia, so we can process local plastic waste into durable 
construction materials. In Vietnam we are looking for 2-3 
locations to set up such a manufacturing facility.

In Vietnam we are looking for 
• distributors and sales agents who share our vision, with 

financial capability and experience in supplying products to 
construction projects;

• local and regional governments that want to use and buy 
sustainable construction materials for (marine/wet) infra-
structure, public areas, squares, parks, etcetera. Early sales 
are needed  to justify the investment in a factory which will 
contribute to a more effective (plastic) waste management 
as well;

• end-customers: owner/operators of 4 and 5 star hotels/
resorts, investors/project developers of urban areas and 
buildings.

Upp! UpCycling Plastic
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Robert de Bruin
Director Corporate Communication 
& Markets Department

Mark van der Hoeven
Regional Manager East Asia

Van Oord Dredging and 
Marine Contractors
Schaardijk 211
NL-3063 NH Rotterdam
PO Box 8574
NL-3009 AN Rotterdam
P: +31 888 260 000
E: info@vanoord.com
www.vanoord.com

E: robert.debruin@vanoord.com
M: +31 653 440 890

E: mark.vanderhoeven@
vanoord.com
M: +65 9785 3644

Van Oord Singapore
20 Harbour Drive
PSA Vista #07-02
117612 Singapore
Republic of Singapore

Van Oord is a leading international contractor specialising in 
dredging, marine engineering and offshore projects (oil, gas 
and wind). We are an innovative partner for our clients and, for 
150 years now, have been helping to create the infrastructure 
for the world of tomorrow.

The growing world population needs more space. The 
demand for energy continues to rise and society needs a 
sustainable energy system. The growing volume of world trade 
requires more and better port facilities and climate change 
is threatening coastal areas. Van Oord provides innovative 
solutions for worldwide maritime challenges, both now and in 
the future.

Van Oord is a Dutch-based, independent family business, 
which is characterised by visible leadership, long-term vision 
and a sound financial position. Substantial investments in 
people and equipment are made with great care to ensure the 
continuity of our business.

Our staff, approximately 5000, are committed, entrepreneurial 
professionals who are passionate about water and technology. 
They know the importance of cooperation in achieving the 
best possible result. Being open and honest, they build on 
mutual trust and respect.

Van Oord Dredging and Marine Contractors

Rob Harvey
Director South East Asia

Pieter Lapré
Senior Service account manager 
SE Asia

Vanderlande
Vanderlandelaan 2 
NL-5466 RB Veghel 
PO Box 18 
NL-5460 AA Veghel  
P: +31 413 494 949 
E: info@vanderlande.com 
www.vanderlande.nl

E: rob.harvey@vanderlande.com
M: +61 433 602 009

E: pieter.lapre@vanderlande.com
M: +31 612 251 116

Vanderlande is the global market leader in baggage handling 
systems for airports, and sorting systems for parcel and postal 
services. The company is also a leading supplier of warehouse 
automation solutions.

Vanderlande’s baggage handling systems move 3.2 billion 
pieces of luggage around the world per year, in other words 
8.8 million per day. Its systems are active in 600 airports 
including 17 of the world’s top 25. More than 20 million parcels 
(300 packages per second) are sorted by its systems every day. 
These have been installed for a variety of customers including 
the four largest parcel and postal companies in the world. In 
addition, 14 of Europe’s top 20 e-commerce companies and 
many distribution firms have confidence in Vanderlande’s 
efficient and reliable solutions.

The company focuses on the optimisation of its customers’ 
business processes and competitive positions. Through 
close cooperation, it strives for the improvement of their 
operational activities and the expansion of their logistical 
achievements. Vanderlande’s extensive portfolio of integrated 
solutions – innovative systems, intelligent software and life-
cycle services – results in the realisation of fast, reliable and 
efficient automation technology.

Established in 1949, Vanderlande has more than 4,000 
employees, all committed to moving its customers’ businesses 
forward at diverse locations on every continent. With a 
consistently increasing turnover of more than one billion 
euros, it has established a global reputation over the past 
six decades as a highly reliable partner for value-added 
automated material handling solutions. 

Vanderlande
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Zuellig Pharma 
Holdings
Hoogoorddreef 15
NL-1101BA Amsterdam
www.zuelligpharma.com 

Zuellig Pharma Vietnam 
TNR Tower, Level 4 & 5
180 - 192 Nguyen Cong Tru 
Street
District 1
Ho Chi Minh City
P: +84 28 3910 2650

E: rkruit@zuelligpharma.com 
M: +84 909 349 818

Established in 1922, Zuellig Pharma is the leading healthcare 
services provider in Asia with operations in 13 countries. 
The company provides targeted solutions across the value 
chain, including warehousing and transportation services 
of pharmaceutical products, medical devices & clinical trial 
materials, patient support programs, and a full range of retail 
pharmacy services. 

Zuellig Pharma has been licensed to operate in Vietnam for 
close to two decades, and works with renowned international 
pharmaceutical manufacturers to supply Vietnam with life-
saving drugs, vaccines and other pharmaceuticals originating 
from the Netherlands, with a value of EUR 35 million annually. 

Zuellig Pharma operates several legal entities in the 
Netherlands.

Products and Services Offered
• Warehousing of healthcare products
• Commercialization of healthcare products
• Clinical trial logistics

Robert Kruit
Chief Executive, Zuellig Pharma 
Vietnam (on behalf of Zuellig 
Pharma Holdings)

Zuellig Pharma Holdings
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Other

The Confederation of Netherlands Industry and 
Employers (known as VNO-NCW) is the largest employers’ 
organisation in the Netherlands. VNO-NCW represents the 
common interests of Dutch business, both at home and abroad 
and provides a variety of services for its members. 

Over 160 (branch) associations are members, representing 
more than 115,000 enterprises. They cover almost all sectors 
of the economy, including more than 80% of all medium-sized 
companies in the Netherlands and nearly all of the larger, 
corporate institutions.

VNO-NCW represents the interests of Dutch business and 
industry and provides a range of services to its members. 
VNO-NCW strives to represent its members’ interests 
by promoting a high quality business environment and 
investment climate in the Netherlands, with a view to boosting 
the competitiveness of Dutch industry. 

VNO-NCW’s role in representing its members is reflected in 
its active ongoing contacts with the government, politicians, 
public authorities, trade unions and non-governmental 
bodies. As the voice of Dutch business, VNO-NCW sits on 
numerous government advisory and consultative committees. 
To help it represent the interests of Dutch business in the 
European Union, VNO-NCW has its own office in Brussels. It is 
also a member of the European employers’ organisation and 
actively participates in the policy-making of this body. At an 
international level, VNO-NCW represents Dutch companies in 
the Geneva-based International Labour Organisation (ILO) and, 
through the BIAC, in the OECD, the collaborative association of 
Western industrialised nations. 

VNO-NCW
Bezuidenhoutseweg 12
NL-2594 AV The Hague
PO Box 93002
NL-2509 AA The Hague
P: +31 703 490 397
www.vno-ncw.nl 

E: heijl@vnoncw-mkb.nl
M: +31 652 454 939

Hans de Boer
President VNO-NCW

Angélique Heijl
Deputy director international 
economic affairs

VNO-NCW
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Eva Kernkamp
Policy Advisor
Department of International 
Enterprise

E: Eva.Kernkamp@minbuza.nl
P: +31 70 348 5333

Contact details

Marten van den Berg
Director General for Foreign 
Economic Relations

E: DGBEB@minbuza.nl
P: +31 70 348 5591 

Sigrid Kaag
Minister for Foreign Trade and 
Development Cooperation

E: R@minbuza.nl
P: +31 70 348 6876

Hanneke Bogaerts
Project Manager Missions

E: hanneke.bogaerts@rvo.nl 
P: +31 88 602 1253

Official Delegation

Ministry of Foreign Affairs
PO Box 20061
NL-2500 EB The Hague
www.government.nl/ministries/bz

Ministry of Foreign Affairs
PO Box 20061
NL-2500 EB The Hague
www.government.nl/ministries/bz

Ministry of Infrastructure and Water 
Management
PO Box 20901 
NL-2500 EX The Hague 
www.government.nl/ministries/ministry-of-
infrastructure-and-water-management

Ministry of Economic Affairs | 
Netherlands Enterprise Agency 
PO Box 93144
NL-2509 AC The Hague 
www.rvo.nl

Chris Bakker
Spokesperson

E: Chris.Bakker@minbuza.nl
P: +31 70 348 6601  

Nicolette Koopman
Senior Policy Advisor 
Department of International 
Enterprise
E: Nicolette.Koopman@
minbuza.nl
P: +31 70 348 5214

Meyndert van der Kolk
Private Secretary to the 
Minister

E: Meyndert-vander.Kolk@
minbuza.nl
P: +31 70 348 4380

Robbert Moree
Adviser International 
Waterpolicy

M: +31 6 2737 9596
E: robbert.moree@minienm.nl
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Pham Thu Giang 
Senior Advisor (Public 
Diplomacy and Fellowship)

P: +84 983 100 065
E: pham-thu.giang@
minbuza.nl 

Pham Minh Uyen  
Senior Trade Advisor 
(Water Management)

P: +84 913 574 487
E: mh.pham@minbuza.nl

Vu Thi Diep
Senior Trade Advisor

P: +84 979 868 669
E: diep-td.vu@minbuza.nl

Nguyen Thuy Huyen
Senior Trade Advisor

P: +84 917902565
E: huyen.nguyen@minbuza.nl

Nguyen Huong Lan 
Senior Trade Advisor 
(Agriculture)

P: +84 904 293 405
E: lan-huong@minbuza.nl
 

Pham Nguyen Ai Nhan 
Management Assistant/ 
Agriculture Policy Officer

P: +84 913 207 246
E: ainhan.pham@minbuza.nl
 

Tim Krap
Second Secretary (Political, 
Press and Cultural Affairs)

P: +84 981 069 452
E: tim.krap@minbuza.nl
 

Nienke Trooster  
Ambassador 

P: +84 4 38315650
E: han-cdp@minbuza.nl

Pauline Eizema
Deputy Head of Mission

P: +84 981 505 370 
E: pauline.eizema@minbuza.nl

Arie Veldhuizen 
Agricultural Counsellor

P: +84 936 418 138 
E: arie.veldhuizen@minbuza.nl

Marc van der Linden
First Secretary (Economic Affairs)

P: +84 961 003 987
E: ma-vander.linden@minbuza.nl

Laurent Umans
First Secretary (Water 
Management)

P: +84 964 638 966
E: laurent.umans@minbuza.nl

Embassy of the Kingdom of the 
Netherlands in Hanoi
BIDV Tower, 7th floor
194 Tran Quang Khai Street
Hoan Kiem District
Hanoi
P: +84 438 315 650
E: han@minbuza.nl
www.hollandinvietnam.org

Contact details

6564 6564



Lars Leezenberg 
Intern

P: +84 938 634 932
E: lars.leezenberg@minbuza.nl 

Dang My An 
Senior Agricultural Advisor

P: +84 909 740 955
E: An.dangmy@minbuza.nl 

Carel Richter  
Consul General

P: +84 903 052 990
E: carel.richter@minbuza.nl 

Frank de Laat
Consul

P: +84 903 807 885
E: Frank.Laat@minbuza.nl 

Nguyen Huynh Thuc Uyen
Senior Trade Advisor

P: +84 908 955 485
E: uyen.nguyen@minbuza.nl

Le Giang
Senior Trade Advisor

P: +84 903 038 687
E: Giang.Le@minbuza.nl

Vo Thi Phuong Nhung
Senior Trade Advisor

P: +84 909 540 048
E: Nhung.Vo@minbuza.nl

The Consulate General of the 
Kingdom of the Netherlands in 
Ho Chi Minh City
Saigon Tower, Suite 901
29 Le Duan Blvd, District 1
Ho Chi Minh City
P: +84 838 235 932
E: hcm@minbuza.nl
www.hollandinvietnam.org

Contact details

6766 6766



William van Zanten 
Operational Manager

M: +60 122 991 082
E: wr-van.zanten@minbuza.nl

Agnes Seah 
Country Manager – NFIA Malaysia 

P: +60 321 686 209
M: +60 122 516 711
E: seah@nfia-malaysia.com 

Elsie Wong
Management Assistant

P: +60 321 686 207
M: +60 122 991 750
E: elsie.wong@minbuza.nl

Karin Mössenlechner  
Ambassador

P: +60 321 686 214
M: +60 126 940 722
E: karin.mossenlechner@
minbuza.nl 

Christoph Prommersberger
Deputy Head of Mission 

P: +60 321 686 214
M: +60 126 940 722
E: cc.prommersberger@
minbuza.nl

Gayathri P. Vythalingam
Senior Economic Officer

P: +60 321 686 205
M: +60 122 991 647
E: Gayathri.Vythalingam@
minbuza.nl

Fiona Burger
Head of Economic Affairs

P: +60 321 686 208
M: +60 122 991 041
E: fiona.burger@minbuza.nl

Li Huan Hoh
Senior Policy Advisor for 
Agriculture Affairs

P: +60 321 686 217
M: +60 122 991 439
E: lh.hoh@minbuza.nl 

Embassy of the Kingdom of the 
Netherlands in Kuala Lumpur
The Ampwalk, 7th floor, South Block
218 Jalan Ampang
50450 Kuala Lumpur
P:+ 60 321 686 200
E: kll@minbuza.nl
www.nederlandwereldwijd.nl

Contact details

6968 6968
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